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Project Joule - File Review Proforma STAGE 1REVIEW AND RECORD

10.1 Listed building consent

10.2 Planning consent

10.3 Building warrant final certificate

10.4 Construction Design and Management Regulations 2007

5,6 & 8 - Structural concerns over the two front elevation chimneys - RT advised Will Rudd Davidson carried out 
calculations at the time of inspection and their findings are contained in their letter dated 07/06/10 (enclosed). They 
stated they would not disagree with the choice of repairs proposed. As part of the Stage 2 review, WRD were asked 
to provide an updated report based on more detailed calculations and copies of letters dated 16/01/13 and 06/12/13 
are attached. CEC agreed on 10/12/13 that they will progress a project to repair/ replace defective chimneys 
aligned to the recommendations and the additional cost will not be passed on to owners. Further correspondence 
will be sent to owners on this matter in the New Year.

9. That there was a fee increase for CEC's and David Adamson if the cost of works goes up - RT advised they 
apply a 15% administration charge on the cost of the work and outlined the work this charge covers. RT also advise 
that they have found no evidence of collusion between the parties involved to inflate the costs. 

10. That CEC gave the impression that David Narro Associates was the original engineer for the works - RT 
advised that this is due to inaccurate wording in WRD's letter of 07/06/10. There is no evidence of any deliberate 
action or negative consequences of this inaccuracy.

In addition to the above, the RT also provide a copy of the flat roof guarantee and associated documents showing 
the appropriate material has been applied.  In respect of comments that  the rear elevation was damaged due to the 
use of mechanical tools to remove existing pointing, CEC acknowledge that the use of mechanical tools is 
prohibited and that it is correct that their use was observed on site. However, the enclosed photos of the rear 
elevation show that there were chipped edges present before works were carried out.

The letter concludes by advising that Deloitte LLP are verifying the Final Account and owners will be contacted in 
this regard in due course.

Yes

10. Statutory Compliance

n/a

No n/a n/a

No n/a n/a

Was the project notifiable? Was a CDM Co-ordinator appointed? Is there a copy of the F10 on file?

No n/a

Was consent granted?

Yes Yes

Was the consent required? Is there evidence it was applied for?



Project Joule - File Review Proforma STAGE 1REVIEW AND RECORD

11.1 What was the total cost paid through VISA (taken from VISA System check)?

Consultant or Contractor

Consultant

Consultant

Contractor

Contractor

11.3 What was the total cost paid through ORACLE (taken from ORACLE System 
check)?

Consultant or Contractor

Consultant

Consultant

Contractor

Contractor

Contractor

11.5 What was the total cost paid through VISA (taken from Master Workload 
Schedule)?

11.6 What was the total cost paid through ORACLE (taken from Master Workload 
Schedule)?

11.7 Are there any comments or recommendations to make to CEC regarding the 
account reconciliation? 

Total Amount Paid

Total Amount Paid

£10,901.01

David Adamson

12. Next Steps / Actions
Pass information pack to CEC for billing and further action.12.1

£758.00

£120,396.09

£108,485.00 up to 30 June 2012

£758.00 up to 30 June 2012

Check assignments of payments to A Thorburn and J&R Mill as no reference to these companies and associated works within the files.

11.4 What is the total cost paid through ORACLE per contractor and consultant? Name

J&R Mills

11. Finance Requirements:

Will Rudd Davidson

G Grigg & Sons

What is the total cost paid through VISA per contractor and consultant?11.2

Will Rudd Davidson £323.00

A Thorburn Ltd £161.97

G Grigg & Sons £109,010.11

£758.00

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

David Adamson

Name

A Thorburn Ltd





Project Joule - File Review Proforma STAGE 2RESOLVE AND VERIFY

14.1 Are there copies on the file of all section 24 Notices served on the property?

14.2 Do all section 24 Notices have a corresponding section 26 Notice (except 
emergency Notices)?

14.3 Has any work been undertaken under an emergency Notice which is not of 
an emergency nature?

14.4 Has work been undertaken which is not covered by any of the Notices?

14.5 Is there any evidence that one or more of the owners could be considered a 
vulnerable person?

Omit the following works to the rear elevation and cupola as these works are not covered by the Statutory Notices:
C69 - Omit 101m2 from works to repoint stone with cement-lime mortar - £2,777.50
C71 - Omit all 14m2 of works to repoint stone with hydrated lime putty - £385.00
H68 - Omit all 2nr works to strip out crown pieces to ridges and replace with lead - £58.30
L20 - Omit all 18m2 of works to Georgian wired glazing and timber rebates - £900.00
L30 - Omit all 45m of works to install flashband to timber and glass - £450 00
Sub-total of the above works = £4,570.80
Add 17.07 indices uplift = £780.24
Variation - DCS Drainage - £82.50
Variation - Linseed oil and mastic pointing - £105.00
Variation - New timber half cills - £120.00
Variation - New gas cowl - £80.00
Variation - New elephant feet cowls - £420.00
Total = £6,158.53

In addition to the above, works to R111 - cleaning and testing soil and waste pipes (inc 17.07% uplift) = £337.16

Total value of all works outside the scope of the Notices = £15,812.62

Yes
14. Statutory Notice - Has the Notice been served and is it valid?:

No. Section 26 Notice for 07/02777/24_R is not on file.

No

The following works contained within the Final Account are considered to fall outside the scope of the Statutory Notices:

Omit the following chimney works which are assumed to be associated with the front wall head chimneys  which were subsequently rebuilt:
C1 - Omit 2 5nr from quantity of chimney cans - £15.13
C2 - Omit 12nr from chimney cans to match C1 - £198.00
C11 - Omit 1.5m from works to chimney copes - £43.43
C13 - Omit 5.5m from works to stone copes - £239.25
C15 - Omit 2.5m from works to stone two tier copes - £167.50
C21 - Omit 4m from works to remove and lay aside clay flue liners - £20.00
C22 - Omit 2m from works to build in existing clay flue liners - £30 00
C23 - Omit 2m from works to dispose of existing clay flue liners and build in new clay - £89.00
C35 - Omit 11nr from works to test flues - £385.00
C39 - Omit 6m for rubble walling works - £660.00
C57 - Non-recovery of all 27m2 of stonework brushing - £405.00
C59 - Omit 8m2 for cutting back decayed, defective masonry - £200.00
C69 - Omit 30m2 for repointing works - £825.00
C93 - Omit 2.nr from quoin stone works - £464.63
C98 - Omit 0.5m2 from works to supply natural stone; Dunhouse Buff - £937 50
E1 - Omit 2.5 from works to provide new concrete chimney copes - £585.95
M48 - Omit all 13m for works to fix stainless steel angle beads - £37.70
Sub-total of the above works = £5,303.09
Add 17.07% Uplift  = £905.24
Variation - Scaffold delay to front wall chimney - £523.20
Variation - Standard render - £420 00
Variation - Cut back stone to wall head chimneys - £2,030.40
Variation - Core cutting wall head chimney - £135.00
Total = £9,316.93

No



Project Joule - File Review Proforma STAGE 2RESOLVE AND VERIFY

15.1 Has an arithmetical check of the Final Account been completed?

15.2 Has a sense check of the quantities in the Final Account been completed?

15.3 Has a rates check (spot check 10%) been completed, if non-framework has a 
benchmarking comparison been made?

15.5 Has the correct inflationary uplift indices been applied?

15.8 How have variations been priced?

15.9 Are the variations clearly shown in the Final Account?

No

No

Yes / No

Yes The Final Account includes various scaffold items that are not considered recoverable. t is evident on the project that scaffold has been 
erected to facilitate works that are considered to fall outside the scope of the Notices. On this basis the following scaffold items should not be 
recovered from owners:

A7 - closed/double boarding of access/working platforms - £2,464.00
A18 - Scaffold to cupola - £765.00
A20 Omit 116m2 of scaffold (0-12.2m high) on basis that original tender allowed for 451m2 and the additional scaffold is assumed to be for 
works to the rear elevation that falls outside the scope of the Notices - £1,624 00
A22 - Omit all 117m boarding as assumed to be to scaffold to rear elevation - £1,462 50
A24 - Omit 1nr 4 vent chimney scaffold (outside scope) - £600.00
A25 - Omit 1nr 8 vent chimney scaffold (outside scope) - £800.00
Sub total = £7,715.50
Add 17.07% indices uplift = £1,317.04
Total = £9,032.54

In addition to the above, the A38 scaffold clause has been used and this has resulted in significant increases in cost.

15.10 Have the A37 / A38 scaffold clauses been used?

Yes / No

Yes / No If so, have they been verified?

n/a

Details

n/a

Yes. Errors were identified in the application of the A38 scaffold clause. However a benchmark assessment has been carried out and deductions have been made 
accordingly.

Yes

Yes

Has this resulted in a significant increase in cost?

No

Yes / No

Yes

15.4 Has the Final Account been broken down per Notice?

Is there evidence of any loss and expense claims?

15.7 Have LADs been applied?

15.6

If so, have they been verified?

David Adamson have not apportioned the works to the Notices. 

It is therefore recommended that CEC accept Deloittes apportionment of costs per Notice, this is on the understanding that the accuracy of 
this exercise cannot be fully verified.

Yes. 17 07%

15. Cost - Are the costs incurred reasonable?:

Deloitte Benchmark
The following calculation is based on the scaffold items and A38 costs contained in the Final Account minus the items already deducted 
above (i e. £9,302.54):

Total cost of applicable scaffold items in Final Account plus A38 = £33,802 99 (inc. of 17 07% uplift). The A38 portion of this amount is 
£19,891.13 (inc. of 17.07% uplift) which represents 59% of the total applicable scaffold costs.

Deloitte benchmark calculation:
Applicable scaffold measurement taken from Final Account = 451m2 x £20 benchmark rate = £9,020 00
Add 1nr 4 vent wallhead chimney scaffold - £702.42 (inc. of 17.07% uplift)
Add 1nr 8 vent wallhead chimney scaffold - £936.56 (inc. of 17.07% uplift)
Add 4nr 8 vent centre/mutual chimney scaffold - £5,151.08 (inc. of 17.07% uplift)
Sub-total = £15,810.06
+20% = £3,162 01
Total = £18,972.07

Therefore the scaffold costs for this project are deemed to be unreasonable and the amount of £14,830.92 (£33,802.99 - £18,972.07) should 
not be recovered from the owners. This adjustment to the scaffold costs should be allocated as follows:

The total adjustment to scaffold costs is therefore £14,830.92 + £9,032.54 = £23,863.46

Unknown



Project Joule - File Review Proforma STAGE 2RESOLVE AND VERIFY

15.12 What was the percentage difference between the appointed contractor and 
the lowest cost contractor?

15.13 Was the initial survey and scope poor resulting in increased costs and 
decreased efficiency (e.g. scaffolding up for too long while stone on order)?

15.14 Have owners suffered any other financial loss?

16.1 Is there a PC certificate?

16.2 Is there a certificate of making good defects?

16.3 Is there evidence of outstanding defects?

Yes / No

Yes

15.11 Was the lowest priced contractor appointed?

16. Completion of Works - Were the works completed satisfactorily?:
Yes

Yes

Yes. Snagging referenced within Deloitte Project Power report. However, the Certificate of Making Good Defects was issued after the Power report and therefore it is 
assumed that defects were remedied to the satisfaction of the Contract Administrator.

Details

Tender Selection List

n/a

Yes. Two months after the scaffold was erected the scope was revisited by the Contract Administrator. The cost of works increased from circa £83,000.00 to circa 
£109,000 00. Overall the project overran by 16 - 20 weeks from the original programme.

Yes. Costs associated with appointing their own Structural Engineers.





Project Joule - File Review Proforma STAGE 3INFORMATION FOR BILLING

19.1 Copy of Property Enquiries Certificate Yes

19.2 Copy of End of Works report letter Yes

19.3 Copy of account reconciliation Yes

19. Essential Information for Billing Team




